
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Level 2 

Professional Cookery 

 

Transition Pack 

Name:  



Task One  

During the induction day you made 2 practical dishes (if you did not 

attend the induction complete the task based on how you would cook the 

2 dishes). You task is to create a detailed dove tail (tasks for both dishes 

are weaved amongst each other) time plan of the 2 dishes; decorated 

focaccia and strawberry tart. Recipes are at the end of this document.  

Your time plan should be with the following headings and include the 

relevant health and safety/ quality points detail.  

Timings Task Health and safety/ Quality 
points 

Start with  
0-5mins  
etc…  

 
Detail the task here  

List any specific health and 
safety/ quality points for the 
step here  
 

   
 

 

Task Two  

Research the different types of food commodities. Write a paragraph on 

each including; what they are, why they are important in a healthy diet 

and examples of different dishes they can be used to make.  

Choose 2 of the commodities, research recipes and cook one dish for 

each of your chosen 2 commodities.  

Record you recipes and take photos of your work.  

Complete a written evaluation of each dish on how well you think the 

dishes turned out and describe each dishes organoleptic properties 

(flavour, texture, aroma, appearance)  

 

Task Three  

Research 5 different herbs and 5 different spices. Come up with a format 

to display the following information:  

 Their organoleptic properties 

 What dishes they would be used in  

 A picture of each one  



Task Four  

Part of the full time course requirements at St George’s is about work 

experience. You have one day on your timetable where you are not in 

the classroom (Friday). Friday is your dedicated work experience day.  

You need to secure a location for work experience ready to start in 

September. Donna Jarvis in careers will be able to help, you may find it 

easier and faster to actively visit businesses and search for work 

experience yourself.  

Requirements:  

 It should be somewhere local as you must provide your own 

transport.  

 It should be within the Hospitality sector e.g. café, pub, kitchen 

etc…  

 It can involve helping out, observing different areas, paid or unpaid 

 It can already be a place you work 

 Minimum 3 hours on Friday (preferably more)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Recipes  

Decorated Focaccia  

Ingredients 

• 100ml olive oil 

• 2 garlic cloves, finely minced 

• 1 tablespoon chopped fresh rosemary or 1 teaspoon of 

dried 

• 210 ml warm water 

• 7g (one sachet) of active dry yeast  

• 1/2 teaspoon sugar 

• 315g  bread flour 

• 1/2 teaspoon salt 

• A variety of colourful vegetables and herbs for the artwork! 

Method: 

1. Collect together all of the ingredients and equipment you will need 

2. Ensure you have weighed and measured the correct quantities of your 

ingredients  

3. Preheat oven to 210 degrees c 

4. Gently heat the olive oil in a frying pan. 

5. Add the finely chopped garlic and rosemary and stir. Gently cook for 3 -5 

minutes to infuse the oil with flavour (low heat) 

6. Add the salt to your bread flour and stir through. 

7. In a mixing bowl add the luke warm water, the yeast and the sugar. 

8. Stir well and allow the yeast to activate for a few minutes. 

9. Add the bread flour and HALF of the infused oil (allow the oil to cool off a little 

before adding it. 

10. Stir well so that it is fully mixed and then turn dough out onto a floured work 

surface. 

11. Knead the dough for 5-10minutes to allow the gluten to develop. 

12. Place the dough in a clean bowl, cover with cling film and allow the dough to 

prove for 40minutes until it has doubled in size.  

13. Whilst the dough is proving, carefully slice, and chop your vegetables and 

herbs that you will use to top your bread. 



14. Turn the dough out onto a lined baking tray and flatten the bread out evenly. 

15. Prick the top of the dough all over with a fork, carefully drizzle a little of the 

remaining oil over the top too and arrange your vegetables and herbs into a 

unique and eye-catching design. 

16. Cook in your preheated oven for 15- 20 minutes 

17. Clear away and wash and dry equipment. 

18. Present your Focaccia bread on your work surface, ready for photographing.  

 

 

Strawberry Tart 

 

To be added once tested  


